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ABSTRACT
District heating is important for the transition to sustainable energy systems. In order to implement district heating, consumers’ trust and accept-
ance of this technical monopoly structure is necessary. This necessity leads to the question of price regulation and ownership in the district heating 

sector, since these institutional structures are the measures for creating trust and acceptance. This article is based on a Coasian approach, where 
information costs and concrete institutional structures are at the centre of the analysis. This approach is applied for the purpose of understanding 
the role of consumer ownership in the district heating sector. An ownership model which has been shown to be the most efficient in Denmark. 
Through a detailed empirical case study, it is shown how private commercial companies have avoided the state regulatory monopoly price regu-
lation and inflated consumer prices. The case study also describes how changes in ownership immediately led to price reductions. It is concluded 

that the consumer ownership model has played a vital role in getting price regulation to succeed and thereby consumers to trust and accept the dis-
trict heating systems in Denmark. This result is an important contribution to heating policy development as well as monopoly regulation theory.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Green Transition of the European energy supply is putting district 
heating regulation on the agenda. First, this policy area is important 
for establishing new energy supply systems because district heating has 
a very large technical potential across Europe (Connolly et al., 2014; 
Möller, Wiechers, Persson, Grundahl, & Connolly, 2018; Persson, 
Möller, & Werner, 2014). Second, the transition towards integrated 
renewable energy systems may bring about new questions regarding 
regulation of existing energy supply systems.

Denmark is a country with a high share of district heating in the heating 
supply and many years of experience with district heating regulation. 
This paper will look at the consumer ownership model that is in place for 
a majority of Danish district heating systems. It analyses how this own-
ership model works and how the model fits into the Green Transition.

Questions of ownership models in the Green Transition have been in-
vestigated in many studies. Outside the district heating monopolies, 
several papers have addressed the influence of ownership structures 
on wind power acceptance, among others (Barry & Chapman, 2009; 
Devine-Wright, 2005; Warren & McFadyen, 2010). Gorroño-Albizu 
et al. argue that citizen ownership has had an important role for the 
investment in and implementation of decentralised sustainable energy 
technologies. The study helps to understand the diversified spectrum 
of ownership models by describing the empirical characteristics of cit-

izen ownership models for wind turbines and district heating systems 
in Denmark in the period of 1975-2016 (Gorroño-Albizu, Sperling, & 
Djørup, 2019). The role of communities and citizen involvement in 
energy supplies have also been studied in other national contexts (e.g. 
Hoicka & MacArthur, 2018; Kooij et al., 2018; MacArthur & Mat-
thewman, 2018; Rogers, Simmons, Convery, & Weatherall, 2008). 
Based on the Danish electricity distribution sector, Hvelplund and 
Djørup argue that consumer ownership of natural monopolies histor-
ically has played an important role in keeping prices low and thereby 
providing financial ‘space’ for innovation in renewable technologies. 
Further, the article presents the hypothesis that consumer ownership 
will play an important role in smart energy system innovation, where a 
high degree of coordination across sectors will be necessary (Hvelplund 
& Djørup, 2019), while Gorroño-Albizu takes it a step further and in-
vestigates the question of whether local, cross-sectoral consumer own-
ership may improve efficiency (Gorroño-Albizu, 2020). Meade and 
Søderberg address consumer ownership through an empirical study of 
the electricity distribution sector in New Zealand. They conclude that 
consumer ownership is associated not only with lower prices, but also 
higher quality, efficiency and welfare (Meade & Söderberg, 2020). 

Earlier studies have highlighted a statistical correlation that indicates 
that the consumer ownership model is the most cost efficient model 
under the true cost regulation that applies in the Danish district heat-
ing sector. The true cost price regulation principle implies that the heat 
price consumers pay cannot be higher than the true cost of supplying 
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this heat. This price regulation principle can thus be perceived as a 
not-for-profit regulation, but has also been called a ‘consumer profit’ 
regulation, since any realised profit within a certain year has to be paid 
back to consumers through reduced heat bills in subsequent periods. It 
will be analysed below how and why consumer ownership historically 
has been more cost efficient than private commercial ownership struc-
tures, addressing the question: What lessons can be drawn from the 
Danish experience with ownership models for the future regulation of 
district heating in Denmark and Europe? The paper will thus attempt 
to identify causalities in the institutional structures that can explain sta-
tistical correlations – for the purpose of providing learnings for district 
heating policies.

The role of district heating in the Green Transition is identified by 
reviewing state-of-the-art literature on the strategic potential of district 
heating in relation to the Danish and European decarbonisation goals. 
The theoretical approach also contains some economic lessons, primar-
ily drawn from Coase and Hayek. These theoretical lessons are then 
put into the context of the policy problem at hand: How to regulate 
district heating monopolies. It follows from the theoretical approach 
that detailed case studies are necessary to understand how different in-
stitutional settings work in practice. For the present purpose, the focus 
of our cases is on the influence of ownership structures on the effective-
ness of price regulation.

A previous econometric analysis will be supplemented by detailed case 
descriptions where the efficiency of the district heating price regulation 
under different ownership regimes is analysed. These qualitative empir-
ical analyses are an important supplement to the theoretical literature 
on regulating energy supply monopolies, since they provide lessons 
from a concrete institutional setting where transaction and information 
costs are a major factor for overall economic efficiency.

The paper concludes by combining the knowledge of strategic district 
heating potentials with lessons drawn from historical experiences re-
garding ownership models. It is concluded that the consumer own-
ership model has been vital for a well-functioning price regulation in 
the Danish district heating sector, ensuring consumer trust. Consumer 
trust is a basic prerequisite for achieving the environmental and eco-
nomic benefits from district heating systems in renewable energy sys-
tems. Likewise, the cases described in the text illustrate how private 
commercial ownership may undermine the strength of state regulative 
power, which in turn undermines consumer trust and prevents the im-
plementation of sustainable and efficient heating infrastructures.

2. THE PROBLEM AND HOW TO   
 THEORETICALLY APPROACH IT

Before diving into the case study, it is important to outline the theoret-
ical approach to the problem at hand. The theoretical approach can be 
summarised by establishing the following five key points:

1)  The Green Transition of the energy system is dependent on                 
district heating

2) District heating is dependent on consumers’ trust

3) Consumers’ trust is dependent on price regulation

4) Price regulation is dependent on the provision of information

5) The provision of information is dependent on ownership

This section establishes a theoretical basis for the overall aim of the ar-
ticle: To clarify and highlight why ownership is important for the im-
plementation of district heating systems and thereby also for the Green 
Transition. This will be done by first describing the role of district heat-
ing systems within the perspective of the Green Transition, and second, 
by describing a theoretical approach to regulatory problems.

2.1   DISTRICT HEATING SYSTEMS   
   IN THE GREEN TRANSITIONT

Recent developments in energy systems research identify a central role 
for district heating systems in the ongoing decarbonisation aspira-
tions. Both in Denmark and across Europe, significant potentials have 
been documented. 

The Heat Roadmap Europe studies show the benefits of district heating 
to be valid across the whole European continent (Connolly et al., 2014; 
Möller et al., 2019; Paardekooper et al., 2018). To realise the full po-
tential documented in this research, thousands of new district heating 
systems will have to be established in this decade across Europe. 

For leading district heating countries, such as Denmark, the 4DH 
research project has developed the concept of 4th generation district 
heating (4DH) as a technical strategy for transitioning thermal infra-
structures into renewable energy systems with the highest efficiency 
(Lund et al., 2014) (Lund et al., 2018).  This strategy is characterised 
by a lower distribution temperature (going from ~90 C° towards ~55 
C° forward temperature), which provides higher energy conversion ef-
ficiencies and improves the feasibility of a wider range of sustainable 
heat sources – all of which contribute to reducing fuel consumption 
in primary energy supply. To achieve these technical benchmarks, sys-
tem development has to be coordinated. System development along the 
4DH route involves investments and upgrades beyond the managerial 
control of the district heating company (Djørup et al., 2020). Particu-
larly, heat savings in consumers’ buildings and efficiency improvements 
in building installations will be important in order for district heating 
companies to achieve lower distribution temperatures (Krog, Sperling, 
Svangren, & Hvelplund, 2020). Temperature reduction is therefore at 
the core of the 4DH strategy and central to sustainable development 
of the energy system.

2.2   THEORETICAL APPROACHES  
   TO REGULATION

Consumer acceptance is a premise for the implementation of technical 
advances in the heating sector. This acceptance is often perceived as 
challenging when the right regulatory infrastructure is not in place. 
The regulatory problem that the regulation should address is character-
ised by what is traditionally termed a condition of "natural monopo-
ly". This condition is established by economic circumstances, primarily 
that the district heating grid is so capital intensive that having several 
competing grids within a certain geographical area is economically un-
feasible. Thus, the company that owns the infrastructure is not in a 
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situation where it competes with other similar services. In theory, the 
district heating monopoly can be exposed to competition from single 
house solutions, such as individual heat pumps and biomass boilers. 
However, in practice, this competition is often restricted by other fac-
tors (Odgaard & Djørup, 2020).

The theoretical approach to regulation is based on four basic dimen-
sions of regulation through which consumers can control the monop-
oly, namely 1) ownership power, 2) buying power, 3) state regulative 
power and 4) communicative power (see Figure 1). While buying pow-
er and state regulative power are often in focus in mainstream econom-
ic textbooks, the ownership power and communicative power dimen-
sions are often overlooked or neglected.

Classic economic textbooks often treat regulatory problems through a 
model with a binary choice between “market” and “regulation”, that is, 
between buying power and state regulative power. In the Danish energy 
sector, ownership power has historically been an important regulative 
strategy as, for example, district heating grids have been owned and op-
erated primarily by consumer-owned or municipality-owned companies. 

Similarly, the communicative power element is shown to be impor-
tant since it, for instance, involves transparency of costs and prices, 
facilitating comparison of the performance of different district heating 
companies. Communicative power tends to be limited in private com-
pany settings due to the necessary protection of commercial interests, 
whereas these interests are practically non-existent in consumer-owned 
and municipality-owned district heating companies. Thus, the sharing 
of information on costs, prices and technical data with consumers, the 
regulator and other district heating companies is a widespread practice.

The absence of ownership power and communicative power in eco-
nomic textbooks can be linked to the critique of neoclassical econom-

ics put forward by Hayek and Coase. While neoclassical economics 
works under the assumption of full information as a default condi-
tion in the theoretical approach, Hayek and Coase use the condition 
of imperfect information as point of departure for theoretical analysis. 
Their work has been pioneering and many scholars after them have 
analysed different perspectives of the role of information and informa-
tion asymmetries. However, for the present purpose, their fundamen-
tal theoretical building blocks are deemed adequate for constructing a 
theoretical framework that helps understand the role of ownership in 
Danish district heating.

Coase’ work on transaction costs is based on such an information prob-
lem where transaction cost is defined as the cost of using the price 
mechanism (Coase, 1937, 1960). That is, there is a coordination cost 
of the market organisation, which is connected to the cost that the 
market participants incur for acquiring adequate levels of information. 
These costs of using the market – the transaction costs – hamper the 
efficiency of markets compared to the neoclassical ideal model. And in 
turn, the transaction cost is therefore a key element for understanding 
the role and purpose of economic organisation and institutions in a 
‘free’ market economy.

Just as market participants face coordination costs derived from imper-
fect information, the regulator also faces an information-related coor-
dination cost. The core characteristic of this information problem was 
identified by Hayek in his critique of central planning (Hayek, 1937, 
1945). The central argument here is that the regulator’s problem is an 
information problem because knowledge is dispersed in society and 
cannot be collected and fully conveyed to a central agency. The core 
argument is that it is costly to transfer knowledge to central agencies, 
and therefore, central agencies are likely to hold imperfect knowledge.

2. Buying power

1. Ownership power

3. State regulative 
power

A) Consumers

B) Dimensions of
governance

4. Communicative power

Energy price

C) Supply system

FIGURE 1. FOUR DIMENSIONS OF POWER IN AN ENERGY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM. 
SOURCE: HVELPLUND & DJØRUP (2019).
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Coase and Hayek therefore seem to be addressing the same issue from 
two different angles: the influence of imperfect information on eco-
nomic organisation and efficiency. Just like a central regulator is hand-
icapped by the lack of information, the same lack of information in 
companies handicaps the efficiency of the market through transaction 
costs. From this condition, Medema (2013) concludes:

“The problem, as Coase emphasised, is that both market and government 
coordination are costly, and neither will generate the optimal solutions con-
templated by economic theory. Society thus faces a choice among imperfect 
alternatives and this, in turn, necessitates the adoption of a case-by-case, 
comparative institutional approach to the problems of economic policy.” 
(Medema, 2013) 

For convenience, we refer to these information-derived economic fac-
tors as the ‘Coasian fundamentals’ in the remaining text.

How do we then connect the Coasian fundamentals to the present prob-
lem of regulation and the four dimensions of regulation in Figure 1?

First, it should be evident that an assumption of full information 
makes considerations about communicative power obsolete. By con-
trast, communicative power has an obvious role when information is 
imperfect and dispersed.

Second, maybe as a less intuitive relationship, the assumptions about 
full information can also be linked to the neglection of the ownership 
power dimension in mainstream economics. The theoretical link is the 
following: In the absence of transaction costs, Coase shows in the arti-
cle “The Problem of Social Costs” that the allocation of rights does not 
matter for the final allocation of goods and resources (Coase, 1960). 
However, as Coase highlights on several occasions, the transaction cost 
is present and is a fundamental theoretical concept for understanding 
economic organisation (Coase, 1937). It is widely recognised that the 
concrete forms of transaction costs come as search and information 
costs, bargaining costs, policing and enforcing costs, monitoring costs, 
etc. All these activities are directly related to the provision of knowl-
edge in situations where full information is not present. In other words, 
transaction costs are directly linked to imperfect information. Thus, 
when transaction costs are accepted to be present it is incompatible 
with the neoclassical analytical approach founded on an assumption of 
full information.

The theoretical proof that Coase provided in the “Problem of Social 
Costs” is therefore the following: Only in a hypothetical world of zero 
transaction costs – full information – can the allocation of rights be 
ignored or neglected by economic theory. In the real world, where 
transaction costs are positive, the (ownership) rights and institutions 
must be part of the economic analysis always and everywhere (Djørup, 
2020b). That is why Coase himself proposed in his Nobel Prize lecture 
that the concept of transaction costs had to lead to a revolution in 
economic theory (Coase, 1991). He also noted that this had not yet 
happened (Djørup, 2016).

While the debate often centres on how to create the most efficient state 
regulation when market conditions are hampered by monopolies, the 
scope of the present text is to highlight how ownership has played an 
important role in making existing price regulation work in the district 
heating sector.

Both the true cost regulation in Danish district heating and the alter-
native benchmarking models can in Hayekian terms be characterised as 
central planning mechanisms, where regulatory agencies try to decide 
on "correct costs".

Unlike the regulator, the regulated party typically holds more knowl-
edge of the true costs. This condition of asymmetric information is a 
key hindrance to the Danish authorities’ ability to price-regulate dis-
trict heating companies, as experience has shown. Basically, they are de-
pendent on the good will of the regulated company in order to succeed 
in the regulation. Or in other words, the interests of the regulator and 
the regulated party have to converge – in this case, low district heating 
consumer prices.

2.3   INFORMATION, OWNERSHIP AND PRICE  
   REGULATION OF DISTRICT HEATING

While consideration of the Coasian fundamentals is at a very abstract 
and theoretical level, it is pertinent to outline the theoretical landscape 
in which we now turn to the more concrete and practical policy ques-
tions of regulating district heating monopolies. First, we will interpret 
the Coasian fundamentals in relation to the monopoly regulation prob-
lem. Thereafter, in the next section, we will dive into the empirical expe-
riences of district heating monopoly regulation in Denmark.

Figure 2 illustrates how companies are regulated in a ‘normal’ market 
situation and Figure 3 in a monopoly situation.  In a normal market 
situation, where ownership rights are not assigned to consumers, there 
is a conflict of interests and aims between the regulator, company and 
consumers. In the simplest version, companies have an interest in high 
prices while consumers and the regulator have an interest in low prices. 
The state regulative power is supplemented by consumer buying power 
in order to control the company and its prices. The consumer buying 
power is derived from competition between suppliers. Especially when 
the demand curve is steep, consumers’ buying power is dependent on a 
competitive situation on the supply side.  

Buying
power Price

State regulative power

Interests are
not aligned

Consumer

Company

State

FIGURE 2. ILLUSTRATION OF MARKET REG-
ULATION IN A NON-MONOPOLY SITUATION. 
SOURCE: DJØRUP (2020A).
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In the monopoly situation, the buying power of consumers is disman-
tled due to the monopoly situation. If consumers do not have owner-
ship rights, only the state regulative power dimension is left to control 
the price level, which the company has an interest in increasing in or-
der to maximise profits. Thus, the state often would try to implement 
some sort of regulated price through price cap models, true cost price 
regimes, benchmarking, etc.

However, the state regulative power is limited by lack of information, 
since it is the regulated party – the company – that holds the full infor-
mation on true costs. Since the interests of the company are not aligned 
with state and consumer interests, the company is not likely to fully 
disclose the full cost information which would allow the regulator to 
fully determine the correct price level.

Figure 4 illustrates how changes in ownership rights can become an im-
portant regulative dimension in such a monopoly situation. In the case 
of consumer ownership, the interest of the regulator, the company (the 
owners) and the consumers are the same: low prices. The change from 
private commercial ownership to consumer ownership improves the 

price control. By supplementing the state regulative power directly with 
ownership power, and by enhancing the efficiency of state regulative 
power through a greater willingness to share and disclose information.

Further, there are more potential system benefits from consum-
er-owned companies and the willingness to share information. This 
may not only be important for the state to enforce a price regulation. 
It can also be important from an innovation perspective, as the geo-
graphically bounded consumer-owned monopolies are not direct com-
petitors, but could achieve mutual gains through information sharing 
and collaboration.  

In the following, we will analyse a case of private commercial owner-
ship of district heating monopolies. By exploring this case, we provide 
lessons on how the state is hindered in enforcing its price regulation 
because of a) the asymmetric information between regulator and the 
regulated and b) the lack of interest alignment, which means that the 
company is not willing to share its information and collaborate. As will 
be shown, this has led to heavily inflated price levels for consumers. Be-
fore analysing the cases, we introduce some general statistical evidence 
that the consumer-owned companies – as expected in the theoretical 
approach above – have been more cost efficient and have provided low-
er prices for consumers. Afterwards, we provide a detailed description 
of how private commercial companies have avoided the price regula-
tion, supplemented by descriptions of how a change in ownership im-
proved the situation in several cases. Finally we summarise the findings 
and put them into the perspective of the ongoing Green Transition.

3. LOWEST CONSUMER PRICES    
 IN CONSUMER-OWNED DISTRICT     
 HEATING COMPANIES

In 2012, the Danish Energy Regulator Authority (DERA), later re-
named to the Danish Utility Regulator (DUR), published a compre-
hensive analysis of consumer prices for all the country's district heating 
(DH) companies (DERA, 2012). The aim was to document the impor-
tance of the primary fuel source, urbanity, size of plant, and ownership 
for the consumer price. An economic regression analysis was made with 
an explanatory factor of 62 %. It is not possible on the basis of the 
analysis to determine whether the factors directly affect district heating 
prices or whether they are merely indicators of the factors affecting 
district heating prices. Thus the study must be taken with some pre-
caution. This analysis is still the most thorough and comprehensive one 
ever done of consumer prices at Denmark's DH plants. The conclusion 
on ownership is summarized in Table 1. 

As illustrated in Table 1, the directly consumer-owned DH companies 
offer slightly cheaper consumer prices than the municipality-owned 
DH companies (DKK 1,167 for a typical household), and much 
cheaper prices than the commercial DH companies (DKK 5,719). 
That is the additional price, when adjusted for the impact of fuel 
source, urbanity, and scale of production.

As the weighted average consumer prices for DH amounted to 13,359 
DKK in the same period (Danish District Heating Association, 2015), 
the municipality-owned and commercial companies were roughly 9% 
and 43% more expensive than the consumer-owned DH companies, 
respectively. The price difference, especially compared to the commer-
cial companies, is noteworthy.

Buying
power Price

State regulative power

Interests are
not aligned

Consumer

Company

State

FIGURE 3. ILLUSTRATION OF THE MONOPOLY 
CONDITION. SOURCE: DJØRUP (2020A).

Ownership
power Price

State regulative power

Interests are
aligned!

Consumer

Company

State

FIGURE 4. ILLUSTRATION OF THE MONOPO-
LY REGULATION IN THE CASE OF CONSUMER 
OWNERSHIP. SOURCE: DJØRUP (2020A).
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Later analyses have been conducted, but they are not of the same qual-
ity as the regression analysis mentioned above. All later analyses are 
based on average figures, and a large share of the commercial compa-
nies have been sold back to the consumers or municipalities, and are 
thus included in the categories of consumer-owned and municipali-
ty-owned DH companies. Furthermore, from 2018 onwards there are 
no statistics on commercial DH companies, as this category consists 
of a very limited number of companies, which is now included in the 
category of ‘other ownership’.

However, an indication can be found in DUR’s current statistics on 
DH prices. These have been used to analyse the consumer prices on 
a weighted average for each ownership category, but have not been 
adjusted for the impact of the primary fuel source, urbanity, and size 
of plant. Thus, the trend and not the nominal values of the heat prices 
will be noted. The consumer prices have changed during the 4 year 
period (2012/13 to 2016/17) as shown in Table 2:

Table 2 illustrates that the consumer-owned DH cooperatives continue 
to gain competitiveness in relation to the municipality-owned compa-
nies, and especially, compared to the commercial DH companies. The 
consumer-owned DH companies have delivered a 16% reduction in 
consumer prices over the four years, while the municipality-owned DH 
suppliers have delivered a 5% reduction. In contrast, the consumer price 
at privately owned DH suppliers has increased by 7%.

Thus, it can be concluded that there are significant differences in con-
sumer prices depending on the ownership of the DH supplier. The 
most thorough examination, based on a regression analysis of all DH 
companies in Denmark in 2011/12, documents district heating sup-
plied by commercial DH companies as being more than 40% more 
expensive than heat delivered by the consumer-owned DH companies. 
A later analysis of the 4 year period to 2016/17 based on weighted 

average consumer prices indicates that the price differences according 
to ownership have increased even further. 

The following sections shed light on the explanatory factors behind the 
rising heat prices at the commercial DH companies, and how the lack 
of consumer influence and control at these companies and insufficient 
regulation can contribute. Finally, it will be described, how the chal-
lenge of high DH prices can and has been solved.

3.1  CASE STUDIES OF E.ON’S SHARPLY   
  RISING CONSUMER PRICES IN   
  CONSUMER-OWNED DISTRICT      
  HEATING COMPANIES
The reason behind the increase in consumer prices at the commercial 
DH companies is that most of these are/were owned by E.ON. Each of 
E.ON’s DH companies was organized as a daughter company directly 
under the parent company. E.ON’s DH companies made up a modest 
share of the total DH in Denmark. As DH is by far the main heat 
source in Denmark – 2/3 of all residential buildings are heated by DH 
– E.ON bought several DH companies, as outlined below.

This development started in the years around 2005, when the transna-
tional energy company E.ON took over several Combined Heat and 
Power (CHP) plants in east Denmark, i.e. Zealand. Some plants were very 
small (e.g. Annebergparken), while others were of medium size (e.g. Fred-
erikssund Kraftvarme). E.ON bought these CHP’s (and a number of very 
small CHP units without a distribution network not mentioned here) 
from NESA, when NESA was merged with other energy companies.

Ownership Di�erence/year for standard heat customer (DKK)

Consumer Cooperative 0 (reference)

Municipality-owned + 1,167

Commercial company + 5,719

Source: Authors calculation on data from DERA, 2012. For technical remarks, see appendix 1.Note. Source: Authors calculation on data from DERA, 2012. For technical remarks, see appendix 1.

TABLE 1. REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF ANNUAL CONSUMER PRICES 
ACCORDING TO OWNERSHIP OF DH COMPANIES, 2011/12

Ownership

Consumer Cooperative - 16% (to 12,0037 DKK)

Municipality-owned + 5% (to 13,013 DKK)

Commercial company + 7% (to 13,459 DKK)

Source: CEVEA 2018. CEVEA’s calculation is based on data from DUR. For technical remarks, see appendix 1.

Change in comsumer price over 4 years for a standard heat customer

Note. For technical remarks, see appendix 1. Source: CEVEA (2018). CEVEA’s calculation is based on data from DUR.

TABLE 2. ANALYSIS OF CONSUMER PRICES ACCORDING TO 
OWNERSHIP OF DH COMPANIES, 2012/13 TO 2016/17
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Most of these companies increased their consumer price by 40-60% in 
the course of roughly 4 years from January 2009 onwards (DUR, 2018) 
– including the DH companies in Hjortekær, Gørløse, Skævinge, Ørslev 
Terslev, Annebjergparken, Slagslunde and other locations.

The consumers brought the case to DUR, which made a statement – i.e. 
a preliminary ruling – in June 2009 (DERA, 2009). It concluded that 
E.ON set its heating prices in an opaque and unreasonable manner.

This gave rise to thorough analyses and lengthy negotiations between 
DUR and E.ON. The Energy Appeals Board and the civil courts have 
also been involved due to numerous complaints and appeals from con-
sumers in many localities. The case became subject to an increased po-
litical focus on the issue, which was partly spurred by the intense media 
coverage (The Climate, Energy and Building Committee, 2012) and a 
substantial investigation into E.ON’s price setting by DUR.

DUR’s preliminary ruling gave rise to a host of detailed analyses and le-
gal disputes, which lasted for several years. The lengthy analyses of the 
entire case found that the consumer prices rose due to several factors, 
some of which are outlined below.

According to Danish DH regulation, the consumer prices must be the 
true costs of producing and distributing the heat. The true-cost prin-
ciple has the disadvantage that privately owned DH companies have 
an incentive to boost expenses, as high costs will be covered by the 
consumers. The Danish regulation aims to prevent such behaviour by 
stipulating that all costs must be market conducive (Retsinformation, 
2015; Terp, 2015). Thus, if a local DH company purchases fuel and 
services from a parent company, the prices must not be higher than the 
market price, in order to prevent unreasonable prices or transfer pricing.

However, Danish experience shows that the principle of non-profit 
costs can be circumvented, when daughter companies purchase equip-
ment, fuel, and services from a parent company. There is no fixed defi-
nition of a ‘market-conducive price’. Some actors purchase fuel, equip-
ment and administrative services and obtain loans at relatively high 
prices, whereas others do so at relatively low prices. Thus, by selective 
price setting at the CHP’s, it proved possible to increase the local DH 
costs and thus consumer prices substantially. 

In order to prevent decisions on unfair price setting, the law prescribed 
that consumer representatives must be part of the board, where such 
decisions were made. But the consumer representatives in the board 
of ‘E.ON Varme Danmark’ were excluded from the mandatory board 
meetings, where important decisions on prices and delivery conditions 
were made. This restricted consumer influence, in violation of the Heat 
Supply Act and subsequent regulation. When DUR made this decision 
in January 2008 (DERA, 2010a), the consumers had been without 
influence for the entire period that E.ON had owned the heat supplies, 
i.e. for 2 years and 5 months.

Consequently, DUR sharply criticized these matters and decided to 
conduct stricter supervision of the company's compliance with the pro-
visions on consumer influence until the end of 2009 (DERA, 2009).

• Furthermore, DUR could not obtain data and simple documenta-
tion for the actual costs. E.ON refused to give DUR access to these 
data. Therefore, the Heat Supply Act had to be amended in 2010 so 
DUR could monitor E.ON’s prices and intra-corporation transac-
tions. Only then could the case be advanced and investigated.

As mentioned, E.ON may only charge market prices for compa-
ny-internal services. Therefore, E.ON’s intra-corporation interest rate 
of 6.5% was investigated. This is of major importance, as the local 
E.ON subsidiaries borrowed the entire purchase price for the CHPs 
and the DH networks from the parent company. DUR considered the 
interest rate to be high in 2009, and perhaps too high, as the interest 
rate was declining in most financial markets. A dialogue was initiated, 
and E.ON changed the internal interest rate. From 2010, E.ON’s in-
tra-group interest rate was lowered to the interbank interest rate (CI-
BOR) + 2.5% (DERA, 2012). 

Thus, when E.ON acquired NESA's DH supply in October 2005, an 
interest rate of 6.5% was used instead of the long-term bond yield, 
which DUR finds is usually the acceptable level of the interest rate. 
The difference between the two interest rates from 2005 to 2009 av-
eraged 1.05 percentage points according to DUR’s calculations. For 
the year 2011, the newly applied interest rate (CIBOR + 2.5%) was at 
4.2625%, which is substantially lower than the previous 6.5%. This 
is of major importance to the fixed tariff on the consumer bill, as the 
daughter companies were 100% loan financed.

When E.ON bought a group of DH companies from NESA, the cus-
tomers were promised that an existing guaranteed heat price for 20 
years would continue under E.ON’s ownership, even if the guaranteed 
price included a discount in relation to the cost-determined price. But 
E.ON cancelled the price guarantee on their own initiative and charged 
a higher heating price, which was a cost-determined price with refer-
ence to the Heat Supply Act’s true cost (Allerslev, 2009; Energiank-
enævnet, 2013). 

The Energy Appeal Board found that a private price agreement could 
not outweigh the price provisions of the Heat Supply Act, thus the heat 
price could increase to cover the true costs (Energy Body of Appeal, 
2008). Thus, E.ON increased the price accordingly.

E.ON made consumers pay for investment costs that are higher than 
the actual costs. It should per se not be possible to charge more in de-
preciation than the actual costs. But it became possible, when E.ON 
bought the plants for a price lower than their value, i.e. actually de-
preciated costs. Due to a legal option in the Heat Supply Act, E.ON 
charged the consumers the same depreciation costs as if the plants were 
still owned by NESA, despite the fact that E.ON’s depreciation costs 
were much lower due to low purchase prices. 

The municipalities and consumers opted to sell the DH companies 
for a low price to E.ON, because they were promised lower consumer 
prices due to E.ON’s professional management and economic large-
scale advantages. But the additional revenues from the higher depre-
ciation costs were not used to lower consumer prices or to keep them 
stable. They were instead kept as liquid capital in the DH companies 
for E.ON’s disposure.

Furthermore, it should be noted that E.ON charged consumers ex-
cessive interest payments, which DUR found was not in compliance 
with the Heat Supply Act and thus overturned. During the three years 
from 2006/2007 to 2008/2009, E.ON made consumers pay interest 
on the actually depreciated costs, even though the DH companies were 
bought and loan-financed for a much lower purchase price. E.ON 
could only make the consumers pay for interest on the loan actually 
borrowed from the parent company, not more (DERA, 2010b). 
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Furthermore, E.ON’s staff were provided from the parent company at 
relatively high costs, and the actual number of working hours was not 
recorded. In short, the administrative and other costs were unreasona-
bly high compared to similar DH utilities. As an excessive example of 
this, each of the 90 DH consumers at Annebergparken was charged 
16,275 DKK in reported administration costs in 2009 (DERA, 2009).

A cursory examination confirms the excessive administrative costs. At 
E.ON’s daughter company ‘E.ON Production’, the costs for adminis-
tration and similar customer related services in 2010 were of the same 
size as the total in 71 open field DH plants (“barmarksværker”) which 
are located in areas with relatively low heat densities and low heat de-
mand volumes Another indicator for inflated administrative costs was 
illustrated when making a comparison with Horsens Fjernvarme. It 
had 4,900 district heating meters to manage – just slightly more than 
the total number of meters managed by the two daughter companies, 
‘E.ON Production’ and ‘E.ON Heating’. In 2009/2010, Horsens 
Fjernvarme spent a total of 4.9 million DKK on administration costs. 
This was one eighth of the total average costs for administration and 
other administrative costs at E.ON Production and E.ON Heating 
(DERA, 2012). 

These indicative findings were later confirmed in another analysis 
based on E.ON’s own reported data to the Danish District Heating 
association and open access to E.ON’s administrative documents. 
E.ON’s average administrative costs are about 4 times higher than oth-
er small-scale DH plants, while the maintenance costs are about 10 
times higher, compared to other DH companies of similar size (Grøn 
Energi & CEVEA, 2015).

Following these specific comparisons, DUR found that the administra-
tive costs at E.ON Production and E.ON Heating must be reduced by 
50%. This compromise was a negotiated outcome that appears to have 
treated E.ON leniently, due to the fact that market conducive prices 
are difficult to set.

In sum, a few examples of E.ON’s ways to increase its revenues and 
enforce transfer pricing have been given above, where the supervising 
authorities in several cases have intervened to the benefit of the con-
sumers. But the Heat Supply Act and accompanying laws and decrees 
have for decades been based on the assumption that the DH sector 
was municipality and consumer-owned. Private DH companies are a 
relatively new development, and the regulation of private and commer-
cial DH companies has proven insufficient and not ready to protect 
societal and consumer interests as intended by the Heat Supply Act. 
Furthermore, important differences in DUR’s and the Energy Board of 
Appeal’s legal interpretation of the Heat Supply Act have become ap-
parent.  This has, all-in-all, been an advantage to E.ON’s large pool of 
legal staff and accounting expertise, which have successfully paved the 
way for dubious business mechanisms and creative law interpretations. 

E.ON thereby managed to increase consumer prices or extract pri-
vate profit out of its non-profit/consumer-profit DH companies. The 
above examples, which are not a comprehensive list, have illustrated 
that E.ON:

1) Cancelled the price guarantee given to consumers upon purchase of 
the DH companies

2) Applied a relatively high intra-corporation interest rate 

3) Charged interest on the depreciated capital value even though the 
actual loan from the parent company was much lower 

4) Charged consumers for investment costs higher than the actual DH 
company purchase costs

5) Charged unreasonably high administrative and other costs to con-
sumers

6) Limited the availability of data and information on actual (intra-cor-
poration) costs and services, and the Heat Supply Act was amended 
to ensure DUR such access in order to monitor prices and delivery 
conditions

7) Excluded consumer representatives from mandatory board meetings 
where important decisions with an impact on DH consumer prices 
were made.

As a result, municipalities and consumers have bought back the DH 
companies from E.ON in order to safeguard local DH consumers.

3.2  SOLUTION: RE-TRANSFER OF     
  OWNERSHIP FROM E.ON TO CONSUMERS

Due to the public pressure from consumers and the local and national 
media, several municipal councils decided to buy back the crisis-ridden 
DH supplies in 2013. This resulted in lower consumer prices at several 
DH companies, as illustrated in Table 3.

As shown in Table 3, the six DH companies still owned by the private, 
transnational company experienced nearly unchanged or higher con-
sumer prices during 2013. 

The three DH companies that were transferred to municipal or con-
sumer ownership saw declining prices in the range of 4,591 DKK to 
18,788 DKK over the course of one year for a standard household.  
Thus, the problem was partly solved, when the municipalities decid-
ed to finance or buy (back) many crisis-ridden local DH companies 
from E.ON and integrate them into the municipality-owned energy 
companies or simply transfer the ownership to a consumer-owned heat 
company. According to the current rules, the benefits in terms of lower 
operating expenses from the derived economies of scale of an expanded 
DH supply can be accrued to the newly connected consumers for a 
maximum of 5 years, as long as it does not burden the existing con-
sumers.

It is noteworthy that E.ON’s DH companies were among the most 
expensive plants of all Denmark’s DH companies. This is shown in 
Table 4. 

In December 2012, E.ON owned 6 of Denmark’s 9 most expensive 
DH companies, as shown in Table 4. They were ranked as number 1, 
2, 3, 5, 7 and 9 on the list of DH companies with the highest consumer 
prices. This is remarkable, as E.ON owned only 9 of the total of 430 
DH companies, which have submitted prices to DUR as a mandatory 
requirement.

One year later, in December 2013, E.ON still owned 3 of the 4 most 
expensive DH utilities. Three other companies previously in the top 9 
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Source: �e ranking was made by the authors, based on data from DERA, DERA 2018. For technical remarks, see appendix 1.

Name of DH company

Hjortekær 1 No. Privately owned 

Annebergparken 3 No. Privately owned 

Ørslev-Terslev 
Kraftvarmeforsyning 4 No. Privately owned 

Slagslunde Kraftvarmeværk 13 Yes. Consumer group buys 
DH supply

Præstø Fjernvarme 27 No. Privately owned 

Lendemarke Varmeforsyning 102 No. Privately owned 

Skævinge 
Fjernvarmeforsyning

161 Yes. Municipality buys 
DH supply.

Frederikssund Kraftvarme 166 No. Privately owned 

Gørløse Fjernvarme 209 Yes. Municipality buys 
DH supply.

Change in ownership

137

DH price in DK
(1 = highest

consum. price):
18 Dec. 2012

DH price in DK
(1 = highest

consum. price):
15 Dec. 2013

1

3

5

7

55

335

9

2

Note. For technical remarks, see appendix 1. Source: The ranking was made by the authors, based on data from 
DERA, (2018). 

TABLE 4. RANKING OF DH CONSUMER PRICES FOR DH COMPANIES 
OWNED OR PREVIOUSLY OWNED BY E.ON

Source: Odgaard and Djørup, 2020. 
e calculation is based on data from DERA. For technical remarks, see appendix 1.Consumer prices are 
listed for a typical house (130 m2, 18.1 MWh heat consumption). 1 Euro ~ 7.5 Danish Kroner.

Name of DH company Change in ownership

Hjortekær

Annebergparken

Ørslev-Terslev 
Kraftvarmeforsyning

Slagslunde Kraftvarmeværk

Præstø Fjernvarme

Lendemarke 
Varmeforsyning

Skævinge 
Fjernvarmeforsyning

17,178

Frederikssund Kraftvarme 17,653

Gørløse Fjernvarme 16,338

DH price:
15 Dec. 2013

DH price:
18 Dec. 2012

Change in 
DH price

37,096

31,803

31,005

30,205

21,329

13,151

27,901

35,125

-6 No. Privately owned 

-10 No. Privately owned 

36 No. Privately owned 

-4.591 Yes. Consumer group 
buys DH supply

2.244 No. Privately owned 

5.820 No. Privately owned 

-10.724 Yes. Municipality buys 
DH supply.

0 No. Privately owned 

-18.788 Yes. Municipality buys 
DH supply.

17,653

37,090

31,793

31,041

25,614

23,573

18,971

Note. The calculation is based on data from DERA. For technical remarks, see appendix 1.Consumer prices are 
listed for a typical house (130 m2, 18.1 MWh heat consumption). 1 Euro ~ 7.5 Danish Kroner. Source: Odgaard 
and Djørup (2020). 

TABLE 3. DH CONSUMER PRICES FOR DH COMPANIES OWNED 
OR PREVIOUSLY OWNED BY E.ON (DKK PER YEAR)
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were bought back by a municipality and a consumer coop. Their ranks 
changed from 7 to 13, 9 to 161 and 2 to 209 among Denmark’s 430 
DH companies. The somewhat modest decline from number 7 to 13 
happened in the consumer-owned plant in Slagslunde, where the new-
ly elected board preferred to analyse its options in greater detail, before 
an attractive and sustainable solution was implemented a few years lat-
er. The case of Slagslunde is described below.

This beneficial trend of consumer and municipality ownership contin-
ued in the following years. Thus, the DH company in Præstø was taken 
over by consumers in 2014. The DH utility in Anneberg was sold to 
the Nykøbing Sjælland consumer coop in 2016. Lower consumer prices 
were thereby obtained, although the Præstø DH utility has met some 
special technical difficulties on its path to lower consumer prices.

The re-transfer of ownership for these plants was possible due to a special 
municipal credit scheme in Denmark (KommuneKredit). This credit institu-
tion, which is jointly owned by all municipalities, operates on a non-profit 
basis and offers financing at 2–3 percentage points lower than normal com-
mercial loans. Consumer coops are also eligible for these credits.

The general trend has been that when a DH plant was integrated in the 
municipality-owned DH supply, the consumer price declined rapidly, as 
the organizational and often technical set-up was ready from the start. 
But the transfer to a consumer-owned DH company typically resulted in 
lower consumer prices after a few years, because a feasibility study and the 
installation of new technological solutions had be undertaken first.

3.2.1  E.ON FORCED TO SETTLE DISPUTES  
      AT THEIR REMAINING PLANTS

Four of E.ON’s DH companies were not sold back to consumers. 

Faxe Municipality assisted Ørslev-Terslev Kraftvarmeforsyning to 
search for possible solutions, and new measures were identified to 
achieve lower heating prices. However, the municipality and the con-
sumers could not reach an agreement with E.ON on the purchase price 
and other preconditions. Furthermore, a large share of the consumers 
had decided to opt out of the DH supply, as their confidence in con-
tinued DH had seriously deteriorated. 

Lendemarke DH company entered negotiations with Vordingborg 
municipality about an integration with the municipality-owned heat 
supply, but the final negotiations reached an impasse. Similarly, the 
DH plant in Frederikssund negotiated with their municipality council 
about a solution, but stopped before detailed negotiations.

Therefore, E.ON came up with a new organizational set-up for the 4 
remaining DH companies: Ørslev-Terslev, Lendemarke, Frederikssund 
and Hjortekær. Only when the most apparent alternative solutions and 
transfer of ownership had been attempted to no avail, E.ON demon-
strated its ability to come up with true solutions. 

E.ON established a common economic framework for all 4 DH plants, 
effective from 1 January 2016. The costs for administration were low-
ered, cheap industrial surplus heat was exploited and new investments 
in biomass boilers and solar panels etc. were undertaken. This has low-
ered the average heating price significantly.

It should be noted that E.ON’s initiative to lower the heat price of 
some of their last, remaining plants has not been driven by regulatory 
incentives or measures. Rather, it is due to persistent criticism from 
consumers and the press, and a continuous involvement of both lo-
cal and national politicians. E.ON’s earnings from the few remaining 
plants may be relatively negligible, but the costs of continuous poor PR 
could affect its other businesses adversely. 

3.3   CASE STUDY OF HOW THE CONSUMER- 
    OWNED DH COMPANY AT SLAGSLUNDE   
     ACHIEVED LOW CONSUMER PRICES

Slagslunde DH is a small, consumer-owned cooperative on Zealand 
servicing 237 DH consumers, with an annual production of 5.6 GWh 
heat. The company was purchased by E.ON in 2005 and re-established 
as a consumer cooperative in 2013, when the consumers bought the 
company back at a price of 13 million DKK. Between 2004 and 2010, 
the DH price for a standard house increased from 19,221 DKK to 
30,199 DKK (10% per year), peaking at 39,775 DKK in 2011 (Mad-
sen, 2019). This corresponds to a more than 100% price increase over 
the course of 6 years. 

The high heating costs not only meant high running costs for con-
sumers, but also made it near impossible to sell houses in the area, as 
opting out of DH was very costly. Nevertheless, the number of DH 
consumers dropped slightly from 2005-2013, putting extra economic 
pressure on the remaining consumers. As elsewhere, E.ON justified 
these price increases with high administration costs, high intra-com-
pany interest rates and a non-transparent and dubious depreciation 
practice (Madsen, 2019). In addition, the maintenance of the DH grid 
and customer installations was deficient, leading to high grid losses. By 
2013, E.ON had accumulated a deficit of DKK 6 million in the DH 
company, which would have to be covered by consumers as well in the 
case of a purchase of the company. 

In 2015, two years after the re-transfer of the DH company to the 
consumers, the average heat price had been reduced by 33% - mainly 
by lowering administration costs and minor technical modifications. In 
fact, administration costs were reduced by 75% from DKK 1 million to 
0.25 million. This was made possible by receiving assistance for operat-
ing the DH plant from another local DH company, lowering staff costs 
for maintenance personnel, and voluntary work by the new company 
board. Whereas the water loss in the DH grid was 2,000 l per day prior 
to the re-transfer, it was reduced to 9 l per day in 2016. Moreover, a 
new temperature control system is helping save natural gas at the CHP 
and boiler units (Drachmann, 2016; Frederiksborg Amts Avis, 2014; 
Lokalavisen Egedal Weekend, 2015).  

The DH company now also works more closely with energy efficiency 
at the customer level. Smart heat meters have been installed, customers 
can get a visit by the plant manager to check their heat installations, 
and insulation of the DH connection pipes has been added at many 
houses (Madsen, 2019). It is interesting to note that all of these solu-
tions are “low tech” and can be considered standard practice. As a re-
sult, the standard DH price was lowered to 17,725 DKK in 2016 – a 
55% reduction in the space of three years. 

Other benefits of the re-transfer include a slight increase in the number 
of DH connections, a considerable increase in house sales, and large 
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heat cost savings for the municipality, which owns some buildings in 
Slagslunde (Frederiksborg Amts Avis, 2017). Also, while prior to the 
sale no direct efforts were made to reduce the dependence on natural 
gas, Slagslunde DH is now actively considering options to phase out 
natural gas, such as biomass and heat pumps. 

A similar development in heat prices and DH utility efficiency can be wit-
nessed in Gørløse and Skævinge – two DH companies that were re-trans-
ferred from E.ON to the municipal DH company Hillerød Forsyning. 
After the re-transfer in 2013, the large price decreases (Table 3) for the 
DH customers in Skævinge and Gørløse were possible because these 
plants were integrated into the large DH supply area of Hillerød and con-
nected with a DH transmission pipe. Also here, the re-transfer only hap-
pened after lengthy negotiations with E.ON, where Hillerød Forsyning 
succeeded in only paying for the non-depreciated value of the plants – and 
not more, as E.ON required (Møller-Hansen, 2019).

3.4   MEANS TO ENHANCE EFFICIENCY  
    AND GREEN INVESTMENTS IN   
   CONSUMER-OWNED COMPANIES

As shown above, the consumer-owned DH utilities have demonstrated 
a multiyear commitment to serve consumers with cheap DH, also in 
former very expensive DH companies under private ownership. The 
facts do not point to consumer-owned enterprises having no incentives 
to provide cheap and affordable heat to customers – on the contrary. 
There are several reasons behind this.

Firstly, the heat regulation entails a number of means and incentives to en-
sure low costs when selling heat for true costs (Odgaard & Djørup, 2020):

• Mandatory use of a standardized and quality assured feasibility 
study as part of the approval procedure (although some of the 
procedures could be made more simple and user-friendly)

• Public hearings for the DH project proposal, including the feasi-
bility study, ensure popular involvement and confidence

• Guaranteed third party access, if cheaper heat supply can be doc-
umented

• Actual costs are covered by the consumer heat prices, which en-
sures maintenance and re-investment

• A fixed tariff and/or connection fee ensures repayment of the cap-
ital investment 

• Subsidies are passed on directly to DH plants and consumers, 
which prevents the risk of local government expropriation of cen-
tral state subsidies

• Open access to data and standardised consumer price benchmarks 
ensures transparency and thus popular support

• Voluntary economic performance benchmarks by the national 
branch organization and information on new, more effective solu-
tions at other plants are disseminated by the branch organization 

• Independent central authorities to monitor prices and handle 
complaints (although they seem understaffed).

Secondly, experiences over several years show that most boards on the 
consumer-owned DH plants are well functioning. They do actively 
pursue cheaper consumer prices, as all cost reductions are entirely con-
verted into cheaper consumer prices due to the non-profit/consum-
er-profit management. Public disclosure of changes in consumer prices 
at all DH plants at least twice a year sets the board under pressure, as 
the local media always compare the heat prices at neighbouring plants. 
The boards are directly elected by the consumers, and low consumer 
prices are often rewarded by high status and esteem in the local com-
munities. Such sociological explanatory factors must not be neglected 
in the mainstream economic argument of the importance of competi-
tion – homo sociologicus must accompany homo economicus.

Thirdly, the local organizational set-ups matter greatly.  On the pos-
itive side, a few people with extraordinary enthusiasm can often mo-
bilize support and organize the initiation and realization of local DH 
projects, which was an important factor in the 1990’s rapidly growing 
decentralized DH sector. On the negative side, a rule of thumb is that 
5-10% of the consumer-owned coops are run inefficiently. Personal 
disputes in the board or lack of special skills in special situations may 
hinder new solutions and adoption of more efficient measures. Several 
plants have experienced a local 'king on the mountain', who opposes 
sensible measures and cooperation with neighbouring plants on joint 
administration and pooled gas purchases, etc. But the vast majority of 
the plants are actually run really soundly. 

In recent years, the government ministries have recommended regula-
tory benchmarking and other very detailed economic management of 
the decisions of DH plants as an efficiency enhancing measure (Min-
istry of Climate, Energy and Buildings, 2017, 2016). This may prove 
counterproductive, if these policies are finally decided (scheduled for 
political negotiations before the end of 2020) and implemented. The 
suggested detailed economic management with individual price caps 
etc. for each DH company are highly controversial in the DH sector, 
as the tools are too inaccurate and superficial to set proper benchmarks 
and price caps. The critical issues with regulatory benchmarking and 
price caps are: 1) The data used to set the price cap for the coming 
year(s) are several years old and may be outdated. 2) The number of 
similar DH companies is often too small to set precise benchmarks. 
The district heating companies are very different with regard to size, 
fuels, technologies, and co-production of heat with electricity and/or 
cooling etc. This leads to hundreds of unique combinations of tech-
nology and fuels in various sizes (Hougaard & Rønde, 2018). 3) The 
transaction costs in terms of supervisory bodies and centrally employed 
staff are very high. The likely outcome is lengthy processes with ne-
gotiated prices between the supervising national authorities and each 
company board. The criticism from the DH plants and their branch 
organization has been profound, as they regard such regulation as un-
necessary bureaucratic, costly, time-consuming and inefficient. 

Instead, there is an obvious and very effective way to enhance efficiency, 
lower consumer prices and provide economic means and local focus on 
new green technologies: A task force which could promote new solu-
tions on a permanent and national scale. For example, a national task 
force was staffed at the Danish Energy Agency to promote large-scale 
heat pumps as a means to assist the decentralized DH plants in reducing 
consumer prices and promote new green technologies. This took place 
from 2015 to 2018 and is widely regarded as a very successful measure 
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(Danish Energy Agency, 2018). A similar but larger task force could 
assist all or selected decentralized DH plants in introducing other new 
technologies, and expand its scope to give advice also on management 
and the exploitation of large-scale advantages by new organizational 
set-ups etc. The task force could cooperate with the branch organiza-
tion, which enjoys support from most DH companies around Den-
mark. Such non-bureaucratic measures, which have proven their effi-
ciency and are regarded with confidence by most DH plants, warrant 
attention, as the costs for such an initiative will be only a fraction of the 
large system with regulatory benchmarking etc. 

Note that the branch organization has been an important and trust-
worthy advisor for the plants for decades. The Danish District Heating 
Organization has established their own project organization, which can 
assist members with highly qualified and cheap technical advice and 
other matters upon request. Legal advice and guidelines in organiza-
tional issues are also provided. 

4.   CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS     
 FOR THE GREEN TRANSITION

In the transition to renewable energy systems, the heating sector is very 
important, as a large part of the total energy demand is located in the 
heating sector, with ample opportunities to pave the way for a greener 
energy sector – both in countries with or without an existing DH in-
frastructure. 

Both for new and transitional DH systems, consumer trust is an in-
dispensable factor. For new systems, consumers would naturally have 
to accept being enrolled in a new monopoly structure. For transitional 
systems, low temperature DH systems must be developed in order to 
create synergies between renewables, waste heat resources and energy 
savings. Thus, neither new nor transitional DH systems can be realised 
without consumer involvement and trust.

Consumer trust is dependent on the regulation – and the efficiency of 
any state regulation is dependent on information. In order to control 
monopoly prices, the state would need access to adequate levels of in-
formation on the true costs of the district heating operation.

The cases in Denmark have shown that lack of information for state 
authorities has been a serious issue when district heating systems are 
operated by private commercial companies. The examples presented in 
this text have demonstrated that the information control advantages of 
district heating companies can be used to avoid the existing price regu-
lation. The combination of true cost price regulation and commercial 
ownership of district heating systems has been a big regulatory failure. 
The information asymmetry combined with a profit motive inflated 
consumer prices, while state authorities were unable to sufficiently 
monitor and/or prove the existence of monopoly abuse.

Such regulatory failures are a barrier to the Green Transition since they 
undermine consumers trust in district heating. Infrastructure which is 
important to a sustainable future can thereby become politically infea-
sible, even though its environmental and economic advantages are well 
documented.

Theoretically, commercial ownership can only be fully controlled 
through state regulative power in a condition of full information, i.e. 
when the regulator possesses full knowledge of the true costs. This is 
the theoretical condition in neoclassical economics. Regulative discus-
sions can hardly neglect the Coasian fundamentals that we introduced 
in the theoretical approach; i.e. the regulator lacks information and 
any collection of information is costly. The empirical examples in this 
article demonstrate and underline these theoretical points, which can 
hardly be ignored by theoretical work aiming to support policy devel-
opment for a sustainable transition. 

The essence of these theoretical points goes beyond the Danish true 
cost price regulation. In the absence of consumer ownership power, the 
state regulative power has been incapable of monitoring true costs and 
has therefore been unable to enforce its price regulation policy. The 
necessity of monitoring true cost would also be present in other varia-
tions of state price regulation. Various benchmarking models also rely 
on conveying adequate levels of information to the centralised agency. 
The Danish experience shows, based on the presented empirical ma-
terial, that the state regulative power needs backing from ownership 
models which provide alignment between interests and willingness to 
collaborate. Future research could, and probably will, investigate in-
genious theoretical regulatory concepts to make the state regulation less 
dependent on ownership models. However, our presumption is that 
the Coasian fundamentals remain, and the consumer ownership model 
in the Danish district heating sector provides lessons for both theory 
and policy.

APPENDIX 1. TECHNICAL 
REMARKS FOR TABLE 1

The heat prices are for a standard heat customer with an annual heat 
consumption of 18.1 MWh/65 TJ for a typical house of 130 m2. A linear 
regression model has been estimated with the district heating price for 
a standard single-family house as a dependent variable and with a pri-
mary fuel source, urbanity, ownership and size as explanatory variables. 
The first three variables are included as so-called dummy variables. The 
size is included as a transformed continuous variable, as this functional 
form statistically best describes the relationship between size and price. 
In addition, the functional form is otherwise useful for describing the 
occurrence of any scale/economies of scale. The regression is based on 
431 observations from Danish DH utilities in 2011/12.
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